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Abstract— In this paper, a vision based method is proposed for 
fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles’ emergency landing field 
auto-selecting and security analyzing. Firstly, a strip structure 
detector SSD is designed to detect candidate landing fields in 
aerial images such as runways and roads. The SSD can also give 
the candidate strip’s precise direction. Secondly, the relationship 
of image position, direction, the real length of a strip on the 
ground and its length in image is deduced. Based on this 
relationship, a region can be determined around a candidate 
point in the image for security analyzing.  In the end, we present 
an emergency landing field auto-selecting algorithm. 
Experiments with real aerial images show the validity of SSD, 
simulations verify the correctness of the deduced conclusion and 
the feasibility of the presented algorithm. 

Key words: unmanned aerial vehicles, vision navigation, auto-

landing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) can perform multiple 
tasks and is reusable, which can be controlled autonomously 
by plane controller or by remote ground operator [1]. After 
installing work load such as communication equipment and 
imaging equipment, UAV can complete various tasks in place 
of a manned aircraft. It has broad application prospect in 
military and civilian areas, such as military reconnaissance [2-
3], geographic mapping [4-6], anti-disaster insurance [7] and 
pipeline inspection [1, 8-9]. Safe takeoff and reliable landing 
are the prerequisite for practical applications, and autonomous 
landing and takeoff are the development trends of UAVs. At 
present, autonomous takeoff has been basically safe and 
reliable, however, many problems still remain in autonomous 
landing. The number of faults in the autonomous landing 
process of UAV accounts for more than 80% of the total faults 
[11-12], and the related technology is a hot spot in the present 
study [13]. In various landing missions, the emergency 
landing of fixed wing aircraft is the most difficult, which 
needs to complete a series of steps in a very short period of 
time such as landing site selection, the estimation of safe 
length and relative position and posture estimation. This is a 
big challenge even to a manned aircraft with an experienced 
pilot. 

Currently, inertial navigation system (INS), global 
positioning system (GPS) and their combination are the main 
navigation method in autonomous landing fixed-wing UAVs. 
Related technology has basically met the needs of the safety 
landing for UAV on good airport. However, there are obvious 
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defects in the above traditional technology, when using INS 
alone, the positioning error will increase with time, and the 
dynamic response capability of GPS is poor, which is easy to 
be disturbed by electromagnetic interference [14]. Apart from 
cumulative error, poor dynamic response ability and other 
factors, INS and GPS are difficult to be used in the process of 
navigation for emergence landing independently due to their 
limited function. This is mainly because that for the navigation 
based on INS and GPS, the absolute position and orientation 
of the landing field must be known and the selection of the 
landing field in emergence conditions lacks the necessary 
priori pose information. 

Visual navigation provides a new way for the autonomous 
landing of UAVs. In 2006, MIT Technology Review 
classified vision navigation technology of aircraft as one of the 
future technology with a significant military application value 
[17]. The vision system can be used for target detection, 
position and posture estimation and obstacle analysis by 
sensing the environment, and applying it to the UAVs landing 
navigation has advantages such as strong adaptability without 
accumulated error, which is expected to achieve an effectively 
autonomous landing process. 

Vision based autonomous landing requires the system to 
have the functions of landing place identification and landing 
condition analysis, as well as position and posture estimation. 
In reported applications, the above functions mostly rely on 
cooperative targets. The rotor UAV in [18] achieved 
autonomous landing by dint of cooperative targets with 
special shapes. After the feature point detection and labeling 
of images, it obtains the relative position and posture of 
helicopter by using camera’s perspective model and parameter 
optimization. [19-20] designed an H-shaped landing landmark 
with Hu invariant moments as image feature, and completed 
the autonomous landing based on visual navigation. [22-25] 
designed and actualized autonomous UAV landing system 
based on cooperative targets. In their system, cameras are 
mounted on both UAV and ground. Thus, the position and 
posture information of UAV relative to the landing field can 
be obtained by the interaction of the cameras on UAV and 
ground. In addition to the carefully designed cooperation 
landmarks, the airport runway with remarkable features and 
the flat ground lines were also used as reference for visual 
navigation. By extracting the characteristic points of the 
runway, [26] calculated the position and direction of the plane 
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relative to the runway.  [27] obtained the posture and position 
of the UAV from the landing runway and horizon information, 
and the posture and position of the UAV relative to the world 
coordinate were obtained by the vanishing point and the 
known horizon equation. 

Currently, the UAV landing technology based on visual 
navigation has made many achievements, but obviously 
cannot meet the needs of the autonomous emergency landing 
task. One reason is that the existing technology lacks the 
functions of choosing landing places in unknown 
environments and independent analysis of landing conditions. 
For fixed-wing UAV, high-quality emergency landing fields 
include the airport runway and straight roads. When lacking 
the above conditions in the view, all straight roads can be the 
landing target. Due to the lack of unified image features of 
these targets, pattern recognition technology with feature 
learning as foundation is difficult to effectively solve the 
problem of choosing landing places independently. Safe 
landing mainly considers two indicators: the length and width 
of landing field, and whether there are obstacles on the field. 
This requires accurate measurements with the visual system. 
In order to solve the above two problems, this paper proposes 
a detection method of non-specific strip structures as well as 
length and width measurement method based on visual of bar 
target on ground. 

II. DETECTION OF STRIP CONSTRUCTIONS 

As potential landing sites, the local features of targets such 
as runway, cement road, asphalt road in the image have great 
differences including different textures, colors and shapes etc., 
due to different materials and uncertain light conditions. 
However, the above objectives show consistent strip structures 
in a large scale. The strip structures correspond to 
approximately rectangular image regions, in which there are 
similar or identical characteristics, while the image features of 
the two sides are significantly different. 

Aiming at the above landing site, we design a strip structure 
detector (SSD) to quickly extract the potential landing target in 
aerial images. SSD is composed of two parts, interest point 
detector and strip structure confirmer. The former consists of a 
series cascade connected filters. According to the preset rules, 
each filter gives the two-value decision results. If the result is 
negative, it is considered that the image area currently analyzed 
is not the interest point, otherwise the next decision is to be 
made. The image area passing all the filters is considered to be 
the point of interest, and the strip structure confirming 
procedure is then started. If a strip structure is confirmed, its 
orientation will be calculated. 

The section of interest point detection is set mainly to 
enhance the real-time character of SSD, quickly skip areas 
which are obviously not available landing targets in the process 
of image scanning, furthest minimizing the running times of 
complex algorithm such as strip structure confirming. For 
example, if the image color or grayscale in the sampling area 
is uniform, there may be a large scale of water or grassland, 
where landing target apparently does not exist. The above 
uniformity can be determined by calculating the gray variance. 
A typical filter we use is shown in Fig. 1. The filter selects 9 
sampling areas by the way of Fig. 1 in the image window to be 
judged. If the red sampling area is located in the axis of a strip 

target, then for any strip structure whose width is greater than 

√2Ls and less than √2Lb, the features of red sampling area are 
similar to the four green ones. While the yellow and blue 
sampling areas have at least one group of features with great 
contrast to the red one. There are a lot of similar simple filters 
used in SSD which are not listed here. 
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Fig. 1.  A typical strip structure filter 
 

The strip structure confirmer consists of some calculation 
templates with different scales and orientations. In the 
experiment, we use 3 scales and 6 different orientations from 
0° to 150° with the interval of 30°. The arrangement of them is 
shown in Fig. 2. Each template is used to calculate the 
matching degree of the strip structure. 
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Fig. 2. The arrangement of calculation templates in SSD 
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Fig.3. Details of the calculation template in SSD 

 

For example, the calculation template with the angle of 0° 
is shown in Fig. 3. Based on this template, the algorithm first 
calculates the mean value of the yellow marker pixels Gavr. For 
the j column, calculate the mean value of the middle red 
marked pixels, the upper green marked pixels and the lower 
marked green pixels to get mGj, upGj, downGj, the output of the 
algorithm is given by (1). 

( ) ), (, m up m down m

j j j j j j avr

j

G G G G G Gu v      - -       (1) 



  

where (u, v) is the image coordinates of the target (yellow 
pixel area) center point, μj is the weighting coefficient and θ is 
the orientation angel of the template, here we set orientation 
angel to 0 as example, so θ=0. The larger value of Φ, the higher 
the matching degree with bar region is, and when it exceeds the 
preset threshold, we think that a strip structure is confirmed. 
Calculation templates with different scales and orientations are 
obtained by scaling and rotating the template shown in Fig. 3, 
with the same calculation method. 

The strip structure conformer consisting of 18 templates 
will output 18 matching degrees. If the maximum value 
exceeds a given threshold, the strip structure is recognized. At 
the same time, we get the scale and the rough orientation of it. 
Then the precise orientation angel of the strip structure is to be 
determined. We abstract it to the problem of working out the 
maximum value, that is, for a given position (u, v), to determine 
the maximum value of Φ with regard to θ, where θ∊[0, π). Due 
to the uncertainty of image signal, analytical solution is unable 
to obtain. Numerical solution is adopted in this paper: firstly 
according to the output of the strip structure confirmer, the 
solution scale is determined, namely the size of the template 
with the maximum output value within 18 templates. Since the 
value of Φ is generated by a large number of statistical pixel 
values, Φ(θ) has high smoothness, it is therefore assumed that 
the maximum value of Φ(θ) falls in the neighborhood range of 
the 6 values with the corresponding scale. Then precise 
calculating is made in the range by dichotomy. Details are: set 
the maximum orientation value in 6 orientations as θi. If Φ(θi-

1)>Φ(θi+1), the initial iteration interval is determined as [θi-
π/12, θi]. Then calculating Φ(θi-π/12), if Φ(θi-π/12)>Φ(θi), 
then the iteration interval is shortened to [θi-π/12, θi-π/24], 
otherwise the iteration interval is [θi-π/24, θi]. The iterative 
process continues until the length of the iterative interval is 
reduced to a range of accuracy requirements. In the 
experiments, we carried out 6 times of iterations to obtain the 
solution results with the accuracy of 0.5°. 

III. SECURITY ANALYZING OF EMERGENCY LANDING FIELD 

The first condition of emergency landing field to ensure 
safety landing is the enough length and width, and the second 
one is the absence of dangerous obstacles in landing areas. The 
safety length is usually more than 100 times of the safety width, 
taking the actual landing task into account, for small fixed wing 
UAVs, the width of the detectable strip structure on ground is 
generally far greater than safety width, so in analysis of the 
emergency landing place we only care about whether it has 
enough length. Therefore, our strategy is to take the candidate 
positions detected by SSD as starting points, according to the 
orientation angel given by SSD, the ending point of strip 
structure which satisfies safe landing is calculated. Then the 
strip type image region between the end point and the starting 
point is analyzed to determine whether the strip structure is 
straight and whether there are dangerous obstacles. 

When the camera parameters are known as well as the 
position and posture of the camera are partly known, the 
position of the end point in the image according to the safe 
length can be solved based on the perspective principle. 
Problem is modeled as shown in Fig. 4: for an image point Si, 
we denote its coordinate as (uf, vf), the ground point 
corresponding to this point is denoted as Sg. In the image, set Si 

as an endpoint, the other endpoint of line segment with length 

l, orientation angel θ is recorded as Ei, and the corresponding 
ground point is denoted as Eg. When the length of segment SgEg 
is equal to the safety length L, the analytical relation 
established between L and uf, vf, θ, is denoted as l=f(uf, vf, θ, L). 

Firstly, we take the ground point below the original of 
aircraft body coordinate system as the origin, the projection 
direction of the aircraft forward direction on the ground as the 
X-axis, and vertical upward as Z-axis to establish the right 
hand coordinate system {W}. Assuming that the position and 
posture of the plane in the coordinate system {W} is known 
(position and posture of aircraft in {W} only has 3 variable 
parameters: roll angle, pitch angle and flight height). The 
camera coordinate system is denoted as {C}, according to the 
custom, camera optical center is designated as the origin of 
{C}, and the optical axis is the Z-axis. Assuming that the 
position and posture of the camera in the aircraft body 
coordinate system is known, then the position and posture of 
the camera coordinate system in {W} is also known. The 
position and posture of {W} in {C} is recorded as cTw, and the 
camera’s intrinsic parameter matrix is denoted as Min. 

Denote the corresponding points on the unit imaging plane 
of Si, Ei as Su, Eu, their coordinates in {C} is expressed as (xcf, 
ycf, 1) and (xce, yce, 1), according to the definition of intrinsic 
parameter matrix, we have:  
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Coordinates of ground points Sg, Eg in {C}is expressed as 
(xgf,ygf,zgf) and (xge,yge,zge).Line function of SuSg and EuEg in 
{C}are as follows: 
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Function of ground plane in {C} is denoted as 
Axc+Byc+Czc=D, correlating with equation (3) we have: 
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Variables in (4) obey the following restriction: 
2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )gf ge gf ge gf gex x y y z z L               (5) 

Plane parameters A, B, C, D can be solved simply. As the 
ground plain is the x-y of coordinate system {W}, we only need 
to calculate the coordinates of {W}’s original point and its Z 
unit vector in {C}. Thus we can obtain the plane equation 
through dot-normal method. Coordinates of {W}’s original 
point in {C} can be calculate as  cTw(0 0 0 1)T, its normal vector 
in {C} can be calculate as  cRw(0 0 1)T, where cRw is the rotation 
submatrix of cTw, A, B, C, D can be obtained as follows: 

(x0, y0, z0,1)= cTw(0 0 0 1)T                          (6) 

(A B C)= cRw(0 0 1)T                              (7) 



  

D= Ax0+ By0+ Cz0                                                (8) 
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Fig. 4. Model of security length analysis 
 

From the correlation of (4) and (5), we have: 
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Introducing some intermediate variables as Eq. (10). 
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(9) can be simplified as: 

2 2 0ce ce ce ce ce cePx Qy Rx y Sx Ty W           (11) 

In order to obtain the analytical form of l=f(uf, vf, θ, L), 

elements of 1

in
M are expressed as follows: 
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Take (12) into (2), we have: 
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Introducing some intermediate variables as Eq. (14) 
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(11) can be simplified as: 
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(15) is a quadratic equation of l, and it can be proved that it 
always has two real roots, one is positive and the other is 
negative. The positive root corresponds to the position of Ei in 
Fig. 4, and the negative root corresponds to another effective 

points on the other side of Si, namely, the end point of line 
segment whose direction is θ+π. We denote this point as Ei

’, 
and its corresponding point on the ground is denoted as Eg

’. On 
the ground, Eg Eg

’, is a line segment centering at Sg whose 
length is 2L. If there exist a line segment longer than L without 
dangerous objects between Eg and Eg

’, it can be selected as a 
safe landing field. Apparently, Sg must always located in the 
field. So, the security check procedure is designed as follows: 
starting from Sg, searching along θ and θ+πseparately, and 
ending with one of the follow conditions: 

1 reaching Ei or Ei
’; 

2 reaching the border of the image; 

3 image features around the searching heads significantly 
different from those around Sg. 

After the searching procedures, length between the two 
endpoints on the ground is calculated. If it is longer than L, a 
land field is confirmed. 

IV. LANDING FIELD AUTO-SELECTION ALGORITHM 
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Fig. 5. Flow chart of the emergency landing field auto-selection algorithm 

 

There may be more than one safe landing fields in the view. 
In these conditions, any one being confirmed will be enough. 
Of course, some other factors may need to be considered, such 
as the distance from the landing field. However, these factors 
refers to specific applications and real conditions including 
remaining fuel and so on which are beyond the scope of this 
paper. Here, we suppose all positions in the view is available. 
Base on SSD and security analyzing method, we present an 
emergency landing field auto-selection algorithm. Its flow 
chart is shown in Fig. 5. 

The algorithm scans the input image. Considering the strip 
structures has certain widths, at least several pixels, intensive 
sampling is not always necessary. If no strip structure is 



  

detected by a SSD, go on scanning. Otherwise, calculate its 
orientation and construct the security checking region 
according to (15). The algorithm ends whenever a safe field 
longer than L is detected. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

Experiment I: performance testing of SSD 
In order to test the performance of SSD, many real aerial 

images are used. As supplementary, some emulational images 
which are transformed from real aerial images or satellite 
images are also used. Fig. 6 shows some of the testing results, 
where in the left column are original images and in the right 
column candidate points detected by SSD are marked as red 
points.  The brightness of these red points are proportional to 
the output intensity of SSDs. For images with the size of 
720⨯576, the processing time are between 100ms-700ms on a 
2.8GHz CPU. 

 

  

  

  

  
Fig. 6. Performance of SSD with different images. 

 

Experiment II: Testing of the whole emergency landing field 

auto-selection algorithm. 
In order to test the whole algorithm, camera intrinsic 

parameters, posture parameters and height must be known. 
Here, we conduct the experiments under simulation 
environments. In the experiment shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, 
height of the camera is 500m, intrinsic parameters Min and 
posture parameters cTw are preset. The angel between the 
camera’s optical axis and ground is 60°. Fig. 7(a) shows the 
generated image which is transformed perspectively from a 

real aerial image whose pixel equivalent is known according to 
the preset parameters. The safe landing length is set to 120m. 
Fig. 7(b) shows the candidate points detection results. The 
algorithm ends when the first safe point is confirmed. However, 
in order to show the performance fully, all candidate points are 
checked and Fig. 7(c) gives the results marking with red points. 
The position of the first safe point is marked in Fig. 8 with a 
red filled circle. The region around the point for security check 
determined according to (15) is marked with a blue line 
segment. One of the line segment’s end point falls outside of 
the image range. After security analyzing, the emergency 
landing field is determined and is marked with a green line 
segment. The length of the field given by the algorithm is 
122.4m and its real length given by the simulator is 122.76m. 

 

  
(a) generated image                           (b) all candidate points 

 
(c) all safe points 

Fig. 7. Image generated in simulation and the performance of the proposed 
algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 8. Details of the algorithm when determining a landing field 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Experiments with real aerial images shows the SSD can 
effectively detect different kinds of strip structures and 
determine the precise orientation of them with good 
adaptability and real-time performance. Simulations verify the 
correctness of the deduced conclusion expressed in (15) and 
the feasibility of the emergency landing field auto-selecting 
algorithm. In the experiments, image scanning is done with 
intensive sampling, namely, every point is sampled. In future 



  

applications, the speed of the algorithm can be further 
increased by reducing the sampling density. 
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